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foremost actresses of that day Marie Tempest and Irene
Vanbrugh—twin queens of comedy
Their acting was an illumination to me It helped me
to see clearly what I had only seen dimly before that
an actress has a dual part to play—her own part and
also a part in giving unity to the play Some actors put
personal success before everything They are lone stars
Their light is so bright that, though it dazzles the
audience, it extinguishes that of lesser luminaries They
are well known, but in our time have become rarer and
rarer The ancient story, part of the well-worn repertory
of theatrical stories, describes the type Hamlet is to be
played in Manchester The manager asks Hamlet when
he shall call the rehearsal "No rehearsal/9 says the star
"Well, sir," asks the manager, "have you any message
to give to the rest of the company?" "Yes, tell 'em to
stand as far away from me as they can and to act as
badly as they know how "
But artists like Irene Vanbrugh and Mane Tempest
know how to act so as to combine personal triumph with
helpfulness to all the players who are acting with them
That is not rare, but the way they do it is For their
helpfulness is given without any appearance of bestowing
it They hold the stage and hold the cast together with-
out seeming to try to do either, and in so doing achieve a
double triumph of technique and personality
Ellen Terry, of course, possessed the power of taking
command to an unrivalled degree, and never have I seen
it better exerted than on an unforgettable occasion when,
old and beginning to fail in memory, she made an
appearance in Shakespeare's "Much Ado About
Nothing " The play was being given by amateurs of
talent, members of the Shakespeare Reading Society
Ellen forgot a line That did not perturb her She
laughed her laugh of silver, took her cue and on she
went, whilst everyone was better pleased than if the
words had come all pat off her tongue But it was no
less in what she did than in what she said that her
genius was revealed Her personality welded the cast

